CONTENT
WRITING
SERVICES
PRICE LIST
All prices in US Dollars ($)

Hello,
Thanks for enquiring about our content writing services at Engineering Copywriter.
It’s our aim to make your life easier when it comes to creating content for your
engineering audience.
We all know that research, writing, proofreading, and checking takes up valuable
time and resources. That’s why we’re here. We’ll work with you to ease that load
and produce high-end content that resonates with your target audience.
Remember, all our writers are engineers themselves, so we can get up to speed
with your products, services, and even acronyms in no time, and ultimately write in
a way your readers will understand.
Please look over our pricing below and let us know how we can help you. Don’t
see what you’re looking for? No problem - just get in touch and we’ll do our best to
accommodate.
We look forward to welcoming you aboard as a valued client.
Best regards,

The team @ EngineeringCopywriter

Work with a writing team you can trust.
All our content writing services come with unlimited
revisions within your original brief.
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What our happy clients are saying

Engineering Copywriter produce
regular content for us at
EngineeringClicks and submit
consistently great work on a wide range
of mechanical engineering topics. I am
very pleased to be working with such
a professional team who provides
interesting and informative articles,
in a timely manner and accurate to
requirements.
Gareth Weeks
Founder
engineeringclicks.com

Engineering Copywriter understands
what it takes to bring results. If you are
in the engineering niche and need a
reliable, consistent, and helpful content
creator, I would certainly recommend
them.
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OTM Servomechanism worked with
Engineering Copywriter to develop a white
paper showcasing one of our greatest
achievements – a niche project which
overcame massive technical hurdles. We’re a
small company and Dean and the team were
brilliant at extracting the real reasons for this
success – much of which rested only in the
heads of those concerned!

Jeremy Able
International
Partner Manager

The team at Engineering Copywriter are
fantastic contributors to NewEngineer.com.
Their professionalism, prose, and versatility
are first class and we have seen a spike in
interest in our Insight articles since they
began writing content for us.

Ben Smye

Kevin Neal

Head Of Growth
Matmatch.com

Manager
newengineer.com
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Small Business Marketing
The best ‘done-for-you’ marketing package for small businesses who want to increase their
online presence in the engineering industry. Don’t have a marketing team? We can help you….
SEO Foundations

$975 (one time set-up)

•

Create / optimize your Google my Business listing

•

Add logo / photos to Google my Business listing

•

Conduct keyword research for your industry

•

Optimize your website Title Tags and Meta-Description for selected keywords

•

Add keywords to your website Home page copy

•

Submit your sitemap to Google

•

Connect website to Google search console

•

Add up to 10 local business citations on relevant directories / websites

•

Social media business page set-up / optimization for Linkedin, Twitter and Facebook

•

Content planning for 12 months

Ongoing Content Marketing

$575 (monthly subscription)

•

1 x custom 1000+ word blog / month

•

Blog header image design

•

Includes up to 3 stock images per post

•

Blog Posted to your website (Wordpress only)

•

3 x posts / week each to Linkedin, Twitter and Facebook

•

Monthly metrics reporting

Each Blog Entry Includes
•

Research / writing by our engineering writers

•

Internal / external hyperlinks

•

SEO optimization for Yoast

•

Professional copy editing / proofreading

•

US or British English

•

Copyscape plagiarism check
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Notes:
The minimum commitment for this package is 3 months, after which time you can cancel
anytime with 4 weeks notice.

Payment terms:
Initial Set-up Fee - 100% upfront payment to start the project. Ongoing Fee - 100% upfront
subscription payment.

Next Steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, get in touch at info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Blog / Article Subscriptions (Monthly)
Publishing regular content can help build your authority, improve organic SEO, and drive more
traffic to your website.
Each Blog Entry / Article Includes
•

Collaboration on a shared content planner

•

Internal / external hyperlinks

•

Research / writing by our engineering writers

•

All sources listed for reference

•

Graph / diagram screenshots (if relevant)

•

Professional copy editing / proofreading

•

SEO optimization for Yoast

•

Copyscape plagiarism check

•

US or British English

•

Submission in Google Docs or MS Word

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

US $525 / month

US $1525 / month

US $2575 / month

2 x 700+ word blogs

4 x 1000+ word blogs

4 x 1000+ word blogs
1 x 2500 word pillar article

Keyword research

Keyword research

Keyword research

Title and content planning

Title and content planning

Title and content planning

Title tags and meta descriptions

Title tags and meta descriptions

Up to 3 stock images

Up to 3 stock images
Featured blog header
Input to your website (Wordpress)

Ideal to boost your current inhouse writing efforts, or if you’re
just getting content production
started
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Best for engineering companies
who already produce a lot of
content and want to free up inhouse resources

The best option for serious
marketers or agencies who need
regular content and lead magnets
to help grow email lists

www.engineeringcopywriter.com

Comments:
Packages are paid upfront on a monthly, subscription basis. There’s no commitment, and you
may cancel anytime. Sorry, we don’t offer ‘one-off’ blogs or trial pieces. Please review our writing
samples.
**Prices based on recurring monthly subscriptions. Please add 10% for invoicing to your company’s NET 14 / NET 30
terms.

Next Steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, get in touch with us at info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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White Papers
These are great for building authority and showcasing expertise. White papers are mostly used
as lead magnets to help expand an email database.
Each White Paper Includes
•

Pre-interview research and question preparation

•

Interview scheduling

•

1 x 45-minute telephone interview with a Subject Matter Expert (SME) or your client

•

White paper scope prepared for approval before writing

•

Further topic research and writing by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy editing and proofreading

•

All sources and references cited and listed

•

Copyscape plagiarism check

•

Relevant graphs / stats / diagrams where appropriate

•

We will highlight relevant quotes for your designer to promote

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

US $2250

US $2750

US $3250

3000+ words

4000+ words

5000+ words

Notes:
For white papers, we require substantial input from you, your client, and any subject matter
experts on the specific details for your white paper. Before you order a white paper from us, it’s
important that you have the buy-in from all senior shareholders.
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Payment terms:
100% upfront payment to start the project.

Next Steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, send your brief to info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Website Copywriting
Great website copywriting is essential to pull in your target audience and lead them to take action.
Website Copywriting Includes
•

Briefing and planning call

•

Research into your company, target audience, industry, etc.

•

Copywriting by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy editing and proofreading

•

Regular and ongoing communication

•

Collaboration on content in a project planner

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include any graphic / web design

Prices start from US $3000+ for a smaller website and can range up to $15,000+ or more
depending on the amount of copywriting required.

Notes:
We can only provide an accurate quotation once we receive the following information:
1.

The number of webpages that require copy

2.

A brief for each page including the estimated word count

3.

What information will you provide and how much research is needed

Payment terms:
100% upfront for projects of less than US $10,000
50% - 25% - 25% milestone split for projects over US $10,000

Next steps:
Send the quotation information (points 1-3 above) to info@engineeringcopywiter.com
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Case Studies
A case study is a great way to showcase results you’ve achieved for clients and give readers
social proof of how your business could help them too.
Each Case Study Includes
•

Pre-interview research and question preparation

•

Interview scheduling with your client

•

1 x 45-minute telephone interview with your client (recorded with permission)

•

Further topic research and writing by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy editing and proofreading

•

Word count usually varies between 600-1200 words depending on information available from the
interview (our focus is on the quality of the content)

•

Sources and references cited and listed where relevant

•

Copyscape plagiarism check

•

If you or your client provide any relevant images, we will advise on placement

•

We will highlight quotations that may help with your marketing

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design

US $575 each

Notes:
For case studies we need to interview your client to gather the necessary information. Before
ordering, it’s important that you already have commitment from your client to carry this out.

Payment terms:
100% upfront payment to start the project.

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, send your brief to info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Thought Leadership
Wow your readers with your engineering firm’s expertise by providing insights and discussion
on trending engineering topics.
Thought Leadership Includes
•

Pre-interview research and question preparation

•

Scheduling of an interview with your Subject Matter Expert (SME)

•

1 x 45-minute telephone interview with your SME (recorded with permission)

•

Further topic research and writing by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy editing and proofreading

•

Word count usually varies between 600-1200 words depending on information available from the
interview (our focus is on the quality of the content).

•

Sources and references cited and listed where relevant

•

Copyscape plagiarism check

•

If you or your client provide any relevant images, we will advise on placement

•

We will highlight quotations that may help with your marketing

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design

US $575 each

Notes:
For Thought Leadership pieces we need to interview your SME to get the necessary information.
Before ordering, it’s important that you already have the buy-in from them to carry this out.

Payment terms:
100% upfront payment to start the project.

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, send your brief to info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Ebook / Guide / Pillar Articles
Provide your customers with top-quality educational content for free and watch them come
back time and again.
Each Ebook / Guide / Pillar Article Includes
•

Topic research and writing by our engineering writers

•

Graphs / diagrams (if relevant)

•

Internal / external hyperlinks

•

All sources listed for reference

•

Professional copy editing / proofreading

•

Copyscape plagiarism check

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

US $750

US $950

US $1150

1500+ words

2000+ words

2500+ words

Notes:
We will produce a long-form article. You can choose to present and market it in the format
that best suits your needs. Many of our clients simply like to post a long-form article with great
educational content on their blog, while some others prefer to incorporate top-notch graphic
design to create a downloadable lead magnet in the form of an ebook or ‘how to’ guide. We will
adapt the tone of the article to suit your goals and target market.

Payment terms:
100% upfront payment to start the project.

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed get in touch at info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Email Writing
Nurture your subscribers from signup to sale with conversion-focused emails that hit the spot.
Email Writing Includes
•

Briefing call to discuss your goals

•

Target market and product / service research

•

Writing by our engineering writers

•

Internal / external hyperlinks

•

Professional copy editing / proofreading

•

Submission in Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design / HTML

Quantity of 5
(minimum order)

Price per subsequent email
over minimum order

Standard emails
(Approx. 100-200 words)

US $775

+$125 each

Longer-form emails
(Approx. 600-800 words)

US $1750

+$300 each

Payment terms:
100% upfront to start the project.

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, get in touch at info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Brochures
Make sure your marketing materials speak to your customers and present key info in the
proper way.
Brochure Writing Includes
•

Briefing call to discuss the content requirements and plan for your brochure(s)

•

Target market and product / service research

•

Planning around your diagrams, images, and specification tables, where applicable

•

Writing by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy editing / proofreading

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphic design - writing only

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

US $750

US $1250

US $1850

300-500 words

800-1000 words

1200-1500 words

Notes:
The number of words on a brochure can vary widely. As a rough guide, a Letter size or A4
page brochure, including graphic design layouts, diagrams, images, and specification tables
might average between 150-300 words per page. It’s best to research similar brochures as a
guide for word counts required.
If what you need isn’t in the table above, we can provide an accurate quotation with the
following information:
1.

The estimated number of pages for your brochure(s)

2.

A brief or outline of the pages with required word count for each

3.

What information you will provide and how much research is needed
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Payment terms:
100% upfront to start the project.

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, get in touch at info@engineeringcopywriter.com
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Newsletters
Keep in touch with your subscribers and build trust with regular updates on your business and
the engineering industry.
Newsletter Writing Includes
•

Briefing call and planning session

•

Research into your company, target audience, industry, etc.

•

Copywriting by our engineering writers

•

Professional copy-editing and proofreading

•

Deliverable: Google Docs or MS Word

•

Note: Does not include graphics / html

Prices for Newsletters vary depending on whether you want the text to accompany
existing / relevant articles, or if you also need articles written.

Notes:
For an accurate quotation, please get in touch with details of your requirements as well as
frequency

Payment terms:
100% upfront to start the project

Next steps:
When you’re ready to proceed, get in touch at info@engineeringcopywiter.com
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NEXT STEPS
Contact us to discuss your project today,
and let us know how we can help you with
great engineering content.
Send your email to:
info@engineeringcopywriter.com
Terms of service:
https://engineeringcopywriter.com/terms-of-service
Privacy Policy:
https://engineeringcopywriter.com/privacy-policy

